Entrance Examinations - February 2015

Ph.D Human Rights

Instructions to the Candidate:

All answers shall be written in English
Enter your hall ticket number on the answer book.

Hall Ticket Number

Answer Any Three of the following.
All questions carry equal Marks.

1. Discuss Judicial Activism and the role of courts in protection of Human Rights of vulnerable sections in India.
2. Write a critical essay on the Inter connections between Right to Information Act and protection of Human Rights.
3. "Modern Development process is leading to displacement and violation of rights of poor people" - Discuss
4. Examine the social position of Dalits in India. Why their self-assertion always meets with violence?
5. Do you think that contemporary slavery is a callous negation of Human dignity- suggest means to eradicate slavery.
6. Formulate a research proposal on any critical area of Human Rights.
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